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Abstract— Subject classification of articles using a topic hierarchy or classifier systems enables scholarly search engines 

to retrieve relevant articles in a fast and efficient manner. This work proposes a flexible knowledge graph-based topic 

hierarchy that is so flexible as to add new keywords to it. This is an extension of our previous work, which uses a 

knowledge graph-based topic hierarchy for the subject classification of scholarly articles based on a sequence-based full-

text indexing approach into six levels, including the relevant subjects, categories, areas, disciplines, fields, and keywords. 

The proposed work is tested for efficiency and reliability using the arXiv dataset. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 

Subject classification of indexed documents facilitates any 

information retrieval system to search and retrieve relevant 

results in a fast and efficient manner based on user queries. 

In order to enhance this feature, scholarly search engines 

require a well-defined topic hierarchy of keywords 

arranged under different subject categories. Usually, only 

metadata of the articles like title, abstract, author-supplied 

keywords, etc., are used to classify each scientific article.   

 

Subject classification of scientific articles usually follows 

two methods: (i) insists the corresponding authors enter 

keywords either by themselves or to use a classification 

system imposed by the journal itself, e.g., ACMCCS 

Taxonomy ii) using subject experts to manually classify 

each article. [1-4]. Generally, authors hesitate to classify 

their articles based on a given taxonomy, and also it’s 

difficult for authors to find a correct classification when 

their articles are of interdisciplinary nature. Classification 

using subject experts incurs high costs and is also time-

consuming, but it’s the best approach.  

 

This work proposes a flexible topic hierarchy that easily 

allows the updating of new keywords. This is an extension 

of our previous work that uses a six-level pre-indexed topic 

hierarchy to automatically label the subject and 

subcategories of each article at the indexing time itself 

based on a sequence graph-based full-text indexing 

approach [5].  

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 

Subject labeling of articles needs a well-defined topic 

hierarchy to label each article into its relevant subjects and 

subfields. There are many classification systems available, 

including ACM CCS - ACM Computing Classification 

System, Microsoft academic graph dataset’s (MAG) 

FieldsOfStudy.txt, and FieldOfStudy Hierarchy.txt files, 

IEEE Taxonomy, Springer Nature’s NPG Subjects 

ontology, Mathematics Subject Classification system – 

MSC, etc. [6-10]. ACM Computing Classification System 

consists of only keywords that belong to the computing 

domain [6]. MAG dataset is a four-level taxonomy with 

47,989 fields of study at level 3, 1,966 at level 2, 293 at 

level 1, and 18 at level 0 [7]. IEEE Taxonomy, created by 

IEEE, is a three-level hierarchy that can be used to classify 

articles into subject and field and consists of top-most 

terms of IEEE thesaurus [8]. NPG Subjects ontology 

consists of around 2750 terms that can be used to classify 

only the main subject area of the article [9]. Mathematics 

Subject Classification, MSC consists of only keywords in 

the area of mathematics [10]. The journal-based classifier 

systems include NSF classification of fields of study, WoS 

- Web of Science classification, ERA - Evaluation of 

Research Excellence classification, and ARC- Australian 

Research Council. 
 

There are many existing manually developed classification 

systems. A three-level Classifier hierarchy is constructed 

in [11] of around 23,104 keywords that initially cluster 

documents based on citation relations and then subject 

label research areas by selecting highly relevant terms 

based on relevance score utilizing the metadata of each 

article. An open journal ontology, a three-level 

classification tree was constructed in [12] with multilingual 

in nature by using existing ERA, CHA, and ISI categories 

as seeds. The authors constructed a semantic topic 

hierarchy by extracting hypernym-hyponym pairs from the 

contents using the CiteSeerX dataset in [13].  

http://www.isroset.org/
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Most of the available topic hierarchies are either subject-

related like ACM CCS, MCS, etc., or don’t have enough 

keywords to subject label the articles properly. Again most 

of the journals that have subject experts to classify articles 

or insist users enter the subject area of their submitted 

article classify each article into its main subject and 

category like ‘computer science’ as the subject with 

‘machine learning as a category. Scalability with flexibility 

is the main issue in most of the works, and it is not easy to 

update existing hierarchies automatically with new 

keywords. 

 

III. KNOWLEDGE GRAPH-BASED SUBJECT 

LABELING OF SCHOLARLY ARTICLES – 

REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS WORK 

 

The Graph-based Subject Classifier, GSC used for the 

previous work is a six-level classifier hierarchy, which 

consists of a total of 81189 keys that belongs to 7 different 

subjects grouped into categories, areas, disciplines, fields, 

and keywords, as shown in Figure 1. A node will be 

created for each unique key with the name of the key and 

node type as ‘key_phrase’. All multi-word keys will be 

expanded to their individual words in order as a sequence 

of nodes connected by meaningful relationships. A unique 

node will be created for each non-stop word term, and all 

stop words in between were concatenated into one string 

and stored as ‘stop_word’ property in the connecting edge 

in between the ‘expand’ and ‘key_next’ relationship. Each 

expanded key node word will be labeled with ‘key’ in 

order to distinguish it from other types of nodes in the 

graph. 

 

The word Sequence Graph, WSG representation of a multi-

word subject key ‘mathematics and statistics, is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

Each key will be connected to its alias or abbreviations 

node using “abbrev” or “alias” type as shown in Figure 3, 

represented by blue and red relationships, respectively. 

Each document, 'di' in the collection, is represented as a 

sequence graph for each sentence by merging the contents 

into the pre-indexed classifier model to generate a Key 

Sequence Graph, KSG model for each document. A 

document node will be created for each document, and a 

key sequence graph will be created for the title and for 

each sentence in the abstract and contents with meaningful 

relationships to differentiate between the sentence type 

each belongs to.   

 

All terms other than keys are considered as stop word 

terms in the Key Sequence Graph, KSG model. The first 

non-stop word and other non-stop words in the sentence of 

abstract will be connected with 'abstract' and 'abstract_next' 

relationship and with 'contents' and 'next_seq' for contents 

along with concatenated stopword string in between, 

sequence id, relationship id, etc. as edge properties. The 

algorithm used to create the KSG model representation of 

each article and the steps for primary labeling of keys are 

detailed in Algorithm 1. 

 

Cermine, the Content Extractor, and Miner are used to 

extract different sections of a research article, and each 

article node will be connected to each of the reference 

files, authors, and other details like the already given 

subject or categories in the dataset. The sequence graph-

based representation of an arXiv article is shown in Figure 

4. Each article will then be subject-labeled after the 

primary labeling of keys that classify each article into its 

respective subjects, categories, areas, disciplines, fields, 

and keywords, as shown in Figure 5. The subject labeling 

algorithm used is detailed in Algorithm 2. 

 

 

Figure 1.  GSC six-level topic hierarchy
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Figure 2.  Sequence graph representation of keys 

 

 
Figure 3. ‘alias’ and ‘abbrev’ relation of keys 
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Algorithm 1. Algorithm to index each journal article and primary labeling of keys 
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Figure 4. Graph-based representation of the article 

 

 
Figure 5.  Subject labeled article 
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Algorithm 2. Subject labeling algorithm 

 
 

IV. F-GSC, A FLEXIBLE GRAPH-BASED 

SUBJECT CLASSIFIER 

 

 New technologies are introducing day-by-day in almost 

all areas of disciplines which will introduce new 

keywords into existing subjects. So a topic hierarchy 

should be flexible and flexible enough to incorporate 

these new rising keywords into the existing taxonomy. 

The main feature of the pre-indexed graph-based 

classifier, GSC, is its flexibility to update the existing 
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hierarchy with new keywords. The main source of new 

keywords is the author-supplied paper keywords, which 

are not in the classifier hierarchy. Or new keywords can 

be manually added to the existing taxonomy into its 

correct subject and level. Whenever a new key is 

introduced into the existing taxonomy, a reclassification 

of already indexed documents that contain this newly 

added key should be done for the accurate subject 

labeling of the article. Steps of key update in the topic 

hierarchy and relabeling of articles include:  

 Upgrade each newly introduced key, K, to the key node 

by removing from ‘stop_word' property and properly 

inserted in the correct order in the sequence of key nodes 

of file contents 

 Update key node in the topic hierarchy in the correct 

level 

 Relabeling of all indexed articles containing this term  

The detailed pseudocode for key up-gradation and 

reclassification of documents is given in Algorithm 1. 

 

A. Up-gradation of key 

The initial step is the key up-gradation. In the KSG model, 

all terms other than classifier keywords are considered as  

stop words. So the initial phase is to find out all the target 

edges that contain newly added keys in the 'stop_word' 

property and then upgrade it to a key node in the correct 

order in the sequence. Key up-gradation is done by 

splitting the concatenated stop word by new tern and form 

a new key node with this term and insert in between for 

each edge sequence of a sentence. The start node and end 

node of the edge remain the same for the newly inserted 

key node by adding a new edge in between to and from the 

key node by maintaining the common properties before 

copying from the respective target edge and then delete the 

target edge.  

 

All properties, including "seqid", the sentence no: etc., will 

be added to each of the newly added relationships. The 

case of the newly added key will also be determined and 

stored in its incoming edge as before. The preceded stop 

word, if any after splitting the concatenated stop word 

string that contains the new key, will be added as 

'stop_word' property in the incoming edge of the new key 

node, and the succeeding stop word will be added as 

'stop_word' property in the respective outgoing edge of the 

new key node. The next step is to update the "relid", that 

maintains the sequence order of each sentence by copying 

the same ‘relid’ value of the target edge to the incoming 

relationship of the key node and then will be incremented 

by 1 for the rest of the edges in the sequence of the same 

sentence. After all properties are copied, delete the target 

edge. If it’s a multi-word key, the only difference is the 

creation of key nodes in sequence for all the non-stop word 

terms in key as in KSG. A 'file_list' will be created to store 

the list of all files containing the new key for key updating 

and reclassification easier. 
 

 B.Update key node in the topic hierarchy 

The next phase is to update the key node in the topic 

hierarchy by merging it into the relevant subject as a 

‘keyword’. In order to update the key node to one of the 

correct six levels in the topic hierarchy, manual 

intervention is needed, and it’s easy to deal with. In this 

paper, only an automatic updating is done by adding the 

new key as a ‘keyword’ under the correct ‘subject’. For 

that, first find the appropriate subject, S, having the highest 

aggregate count by considering relationship type, 

"subject1", or "subject2" of the classified subjects of all 

files in the 'file_list' and then merge the new key as 

‘keyword’ to the classified subject. If the key is a multi-

word term, then expand it using WSG, the Word Sequence 

Graph model [5]. 

 

C. Relabeling of Documents 

The next step is the reclassification of all files in the 

'file_list', which includes the initial primary labeling of 

keys and then subject labeling using the labeling algorithm. 

Primary labeling calculates the Term frequency, TF, that 

counts the number of occurrences of the newly added key 

in each file of the 'file_list', and connects each of the file 

nodes to the key node with edge type as 'keywords' with 

property ‘count’ that stores the TF. Then subject labeling 

of each article file into the relevant subject is done using 

the subject labeling algorithm.   

 

A simple example of Key upgradation is explained next in 

the section. Initially, let the term 'supernovae' be not there 

in the classifier hierarchy as a key and hence considered as 

a stop word in KSG representation of each document that 

contains this term. Consider the article shown in Figure 6. 

It consists of the word 'supernovae' in the title and also in 

the first line of the abstract and the Key Sequence Graph 

representation of the title and abstract of this article is 

shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 with graphical and tabular 

representation in (a) and (b) respectively.  

 

The term ‘supernovae’ is considered as a stop word in both 

representations, as highlighted in the red outline in each of 

the figures. Let ‘R’ be the edge that consists of the term 

'supernovae' in the 'stop_word' property in each case. Since 

the title terminates with this word alone with no other 

substrings, the only thing to do is to connect its previous 

key node 'collapse' with a new edge 'Rn' of type 'title_next' 

to the 'supernovae' key node after it key creation and 

upgradation in the classifier hierarchy and then copy all the 

common properties like 'seqid', 'id', 'stop_word' etc. from 

'R' to 'Rn' followed by deletion of the relation 'R'.  

 

Since the term appears somewhat in the middle in the 

abstract part, there is a need to keep track of the entire 

sequence from its start node ‘collapse' to the end node, 

'ter_node' as indicated with a blue outline. The word 

appears at beginning of 'stop_word' property and hence it 

will be first split by this term to get the suffix, 's' (i.e., s = 

'lies in need for an accurate'). Then directly connect the key 

node 'collapse' to 'supernovae' key node as done earlier in 

the itle by creating a new edge 'Rn' of type 'abstract_next' 

along with updated properties in the edges.  
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Algorithm 1 Classifier key up-gradation and reclassification of documents

 

 

                            // Key up-gradation 

 

                             //Update the key node in the classifier  

 

                             //Primary labeling of keys 

 

//Classify each article file, F into the relevant subject using the 

GASE subject labeling algorithm 
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Figure 6.  A sample article containing the term 'supernovae' in the 'title' and 'abstract 

 

 
Figure 7. The word ‘supernovae’as stop_word in the sequence graph representation of article’s title shown in Figure 6 

 

A new edge 'Rnn' will be created next labeled with type 'abstract_next' to connect ‘supernovae’ node to end node 

'description' of 'R'. The next step is to duplicate all the edge properties of 'R' to 'Rnn' and add the extracted suffix as 

'stop_word' property in 'Rnn' and add the edge sequence id 'id’, which is one greater than that of ‘R’ (i.e., id=6 in the 

relation connecting 'supernovae' node to 'description' node). The final step is to maintain the sequence order of the sentence 

by updating the 'id' property till the end node, 'ter_node', which is one greater than the previous connecting edge. Figure 9 

and Figure 10 represent the modified Key Sequence Graph and tabular representation. 
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Figure 8. The word ‘supernovae’as stop_word in the sequence graph representation of abstract of the article shown in 

Figure 6 

 

 
Figure 9. The word ‘supernovae’ changed to key node after key upgradation in title 
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Figure 10. The term ‘supernovae’ changed to key node after key upgradation in abstract part

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS & RESULTS 
 

In order to evaluate the GSC flexibility for key update and 

relabelling, arXiv articles already indexed for our previous 

work to create a sequence graph-based academic search 

engine is used. A total of 1307 papers were used, of which 

426 papers belong to 'mathematics and statistics', 390 

papers belong to 'computer science', and 428 papers 

belonged to 'physics'. To evaluate the accuracy of key 

update and relabelling, we searched and find out paper 

keywords given by the author, which is not in the classifier 

taxonomy. 11 author-supplied keywords not in the topic 

hierarchy were used. The accuracy of the labelled subject of 

newly added 11 keywords was manually tested, and only 

one among them is misclassified. The result is shown in 

Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Evaluation results of key update 

 
 

Relabeling of the already indexed articles containing the 

newly added keywords changed 22314 relationships, and 

one file, which is wrongly classified into the area of 

'mathematics and statistics' was correctly classified to the 

relevant subject ‘physics'. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Subject classification of indexed scientific articles provides 

a better search experience for researchers or academicians 

to search articles by subject or category. This paper presents 

a flexible classifier, F-GSC, which facilitates automatic 

subject labelling of articles at the indexing time itself to six 

levels of topic hierarchy that helps users to search scientific 

articles by subject, category, area, discipline, field, or 

keyword. F-GSC is flexible in the sense that it is flexible 

enough to automatically add new keywords to the topic 

hierarchy. An experimental evaluation of automatically 

updating new keywords and relabelling the already indexed 

articles containing the newly added keywords were also 

done to evaluate the work. The results proved that the 

classifier is flexible enough to update with new keywords. 
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